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1. Introduction .
hortly after the discovery of the fission phenomenon ,
cloud chamber tracks of uranium fission fragments wer e
published by JoLioT (1), by CoRSON and THORNTON (2) an d
by PERFILOV (3) . Such tracks exhibit a very intense ionizatio n
along the paths of the fragments, as well as rather frequen t
branches due to close collisions with the nuclei of the atom s
composing the gas in the chamber . These and other peculia r
features of the tracks were clearly brought out in the cours e
of a 'more complete study of the phenomenon at this Insti tute, of which a brief report (4) has already been published .
In particular, it was shown that it is possible to obtain roug h
quantitative information about the penetration of suc h
heavy particles through matter by a study of the branchin g
of the tracks . Thus, measurements of branches in argon ga s
at various parts of the range showed that the velocity-rang e
curve exhibits marked differences from that known fo r
lighter particles, being characterized by an almost linea r
slope at the beginning of the range, flattening off appreciabl y
toward the end of the range, and finally falling very sharpl y
at the extreme end . Another interesting difference from th e
behaviour of light particles was illustrated in these picture s
by the conspicuous tendency to gradual fortuitous bendin g
of the fragment tracks, due to nuclear collisions not sufficiently close to give rise to observable branches .

S
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(5) pointed out that these effects could h e
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the ionization produced by individual fragments as well a s

understood as direct consequences of the high nuclea r

by chemical analysis of the fission products (6 and 7) . Further more, it was shown in this connection that a statistica l

charge and large mass of the fragments . The high charge

analysis of the distribution of branches at different part s

implies not only that electron capture into bound state s

of the range of a large number of tracks definitely show s

with high energies will have a strong influence on the stop -

the presence of two distinct groups of tracks differing i n

ping phenomenon, but also that stopping by means o f
nuclear collisions will be important at relatively high velo-

their average number of branches . This analysis permitte d
moreover the construction of individual range-velocity curve s

cities . While for the first part of the range the stoppin g

for the two fragment types . The broad outlines of this wor k

due to electronic interactions is predominant, the effect o f

have been the subject of a recent note by Professor BOH R
and the authors (8) and will be more fully discussed in th e

nuclear collisions becomes gradually more important nea r
the end of the range and will not only give rise to th e
observed curvatures of the path but will even be mainl y
responsible for the stopping effect . The range-velocity curv e

present paper which gives a complete account of the experimental work . The results of the experiments will b e

will thus consist of two essentially different parts accordin g

interpreted in close connection with the detailed theoretica l
treatment of the problem published separately by Professo r

to the relative importance of nuclear and electronic inter -

BOHR (9) .

actions . In the almost linear course of the curve for hig h
velocities, we see the effect of the decrease of the tota l

2.

Experimental Arrangement .

effective charge of the fragments, while in the steep decreas e

The tracks which were studied originated from fissio n

at the end of the range we have practically only to do wit h

of uranium produced by bombardment with slow neutrons .

direct nuclear collisions . In the region between, where the

The uranium was mounted directly inside a 25 cm clou d

velocity corresponds approximately to that of the mos t

chamber in such a way that the particles coming from th e

loosely bound electrons in the neutral atom, the particle s

uranium layer suffered no other stopping than that due t o

lose momentum at a much slower rate than at any othe r

the layer itself . In some experiments, a copper strip wit h

part of the range, giving rise to an almost flat plateau i n

a 'thick coating of uranium oxide was placed near the wall

the curve .
In the first report, no attempt was made to distinguis h

of the chamber ; in others, a thin aluminum or mica foi l
with an evaporated deposit of uranium metal was suspende d

between the tracks of fission fragments of different mas s

across the middle of the chamber to permit study of bot h

and charge . More recently, however, measurements of track s
from thin uranium targets have indicated the presence o f

fragments from a given fission process simultaneously . A s
a neutron source, beryllium bombarded with high energ y

two ranges which can be ascribed to the two main group s

deuterons was used . The deuteron beam was produced b y

of fission fragments disclosed by direct measurements of

the high tension installation recently completed at this Insti-
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tute (10) and, in most of the experiments, a beam of about

clear the chamber of ions formed before the expansion . For

100 microamperes at 800 kilovolts was focussed on a beryllium target inside the acceleration tube . The target tube an d

this purpose, a voltage of 600 to 1000 volts was used, an d
the glass top of the chamber was covered with a layer o f

the cloud chamber, which

gelatine with fine metal wires to provide a conducting sur -

were separated by about

face . The chamber was arranged to give a particularly rapi d

10 cm, were surrounded a s

expansion which seemed to make the tracks stand out mor e

completely as practicabl e

sharply and which had the effect of keeping the backgroun d

with paraffin to a thicknes s

more clean .

u

Camer a

of 10 cm . A block of lea d

Stereoscopic photographs were taken with a Leica camer a

about 5 cm thick was intro-

and a double mirror system giving a direct image and two

duced between the chamber
and the target to absorb th e
gamma radiation from th e
target . Fig . 1 is a drawing o f
the complete arrangement ,
showing the location of th e
neutron source and clou d

Fig . 2 . Reprojection system for measurement of films .

Cloud Chambe r

chamber and indicating th e

Fig. 1 . Diagram of experimental ar -

two alternative positions o f

half mirror images . Measurements on the films were carrie d

the uranium .

out by means of the arrangement of Fig . 2, using the sam e
mirrors and the same objective as in the original photo-

rangement showing neutron source ,
cloud chamber and system for stereoscopic photography of tracks .

In order to make investi gation of the finest detail s

graphy . The mirrors and the objective are held in

a

fram e

of the tracks possible, the chamber was operated at reduce d

which can be removed from the cloud chamber to a positio n

pressure, sometimes with hydrogen gas and sometimes wit h

convenient for measurements, where the camera is screwe d

argon gas . In most cases, the vapor was furnished by a
mixture of half ethyl alcohol and half water, although som e

off its objective and replaced by a suitable projector . With
this arrangement, a natural size image of the track in space .

pictures were taken with n-propyl alcohol mixture and som e

is produced At a position corresponding to that of the clou d

with water vapor only . Since the interaction of the fast

chamber and can be observed on a screen held in the cor-

neutrons coming directly from the beryllium target with th e

rect plane . In order to see the track in space, one has simply

hydrogen atoms present in the gas produced an intens e

to place one eye at " b" (in the figure) and the other at "a" ,

ionization due to proton recoils, it was necessary to tak e

so that the one eye sees the track as the camera saw i t

special precautions to insure an adequate sweep field to

directly while the other sees it from a position correspondin g

8
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to the camera's mirror image . To collect light from th e

been condensed out by the background radiations befor e

whole field, a large field lense is introduced, focussing th e

the track appears . In fact, it occurs quite frequently that

camera objective and its mirror image on the correspondin g
eyes . Actually, because of the two mirrors, three image s

fragment track shows a discontinuity caused by the reduc-

are formed, from which the observer choses the two appro-

particle track along a line crossing the fragment's path .

priate to the half of the chamber in which he is interested .

(See Plate II a for example) .

a

tion of the supersaturation by an earlier proton or alph a

It is then quite easy to introduce a scale or protractor an d

Another feature of the fragment tracks so common a s

make the desired measurements on the natural size track .
While some magnification is introduced by the field lense ,

to be distinguishing is the ejection of side branches by col lisions with the atoms of the gas . Particularly in argon gas ,

this magnification is the same for both scale and track an d

practically every track has several conspicuous branche s

hence does not enter the computations .

along its length ; and that even the main body of the trac k

In all, some 8000 photographs have been taken ; of these ,

contains a large number of short branches is shown by th e

7000 with thick uranium layers have yielded 400 fragmen t
tracks usable for branch studies, and about 1000 photo -

pictures at low pressure in hydrogen . Here, because of th e
low stopping power, the branches project out of the genera l

graphs with the thin foil arrangement have yielded 30 track s

ionization region and give the track a hairy appearanc e

suitable for range measurements .

similar to the effect of delta rays on alpha particle tracks ,
but with the difference that these side branches are straigh t

3. General Features of Tracks .

and closely ionized, indicating that they are indeed proto n
tracks (see Plate II b) . The end of the range is uniforml y

Certain features of the fission fragment tracks are quit e

characterized by a tuft consisting of several short branches .

typical and make possible their immediate distinction fro m

In all but a very few cases, it could be shown that th e

the alpha particle and proton tracks present as backgroun d

absence of such a tuft was due to the track's going out o f

in the cloud chamber . The most conspicuous of thes e

the light region, or to " cutting" by an old track .

characteristics is the intense ionization which is unde r

Not infrequently, especially in heavy gases, close col -

certain conditions so striking that the . tracks are instantly

lisions occur in which the projected particle gets a velocit y

recognized visually at the time of their appearance in th e

greater than that of the fragment itself, resulting in a branc h

chamber, even though there may at the same time be severa l

considerably longer than the residual range of the main trac k

alpha particle tracks and hundreds of proton recoils present .

(see Plates III a, fIIb, IV a and IVb) . Particularly whe n

Any attempt at an absolute estimate of the ionization woul d
be of very doubtful value, however, as the variations unde r

such branches appear very near the end of the range, i t
might be difficult to be certain which of the tracks belonge d

different operating conditions are quite considerable, de -

to the heavy particle, except for the characteristic tuft . I n

pending, for example, on the amount of vapor which has

cases of close encounter at larger distances from the end

10
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of the range, the ionizing power is seen to be abruptl y

In marked contrast to the tracks of lighter particles, bot h

a

the fission fragment tracks and their argon branches show

region of considerable length exists where the rate of energy

a very conspicuous gradual bending due to collisions s o

loss is at a minimum, the rise at the end of the range bein g

small as not to be individually distinguishable in the photo -

evident in the tuft formation . This conclusion is in agreemen t

graphs (see Plates II a, Ilia and IVa) . That this curvatur e

with the fact that long tracks seem more intense at th e

is real and not a result of distortion in the cloud chamber i s

beginning of the range, but because of the possibility of

clear from the fact that the alpha particle and proton track s

variations in the sensitivity of the different regions of th e

in the background are quite straight; and that the curvatur e

cloud chamber, this observation is not at all so certain as

occurs practically only in the last part of the range, whil e

the evidence of the sudden change in ionization accom-

the tracks are almost straight at the beginning . Also, th e

panying violent collisions .

bending is very much less in the pictures in hydrogen ga s

decreased by the sudden fall in velocity, showing that

In general, the branches have considerable ionizing power

than in those with argon . Because of this bending of th e

as compared with the tracks of protons ånd alpha particle s

fission fragment tracks, measurements of the angles o f

in the background, but occasionally, especially when a larg e

deflection in collisions giving rise to visible branches ar e

proportion of the gas in the chamber is hydrogen, very fin e

very difficult, particularly for branches occurring near th e

branches appear which are so weak as almost to escap e

end of the range . Determinations of the mass ratios of th e

detection . It seems most probable that such branches ar e

colliding nuclei from such measurements are therefore liabl e

the result of collisions with hydrogen nuclei, which woul d

to considerable uncertainty, and it would, for example, no t

not be expected to ionize as intensely as the heavier nuclei .

seem possible to distinguish between fragments of differen t

Because these fine branches occur only in the best pictures ,

masses by such measurements .

it is believed that hydrogen branches are not photographe d
except under special operating conditions, although they

4. Paired Fragment Tracks.

would otherwise be expected to be rather frequent in occurrence. It is quite possible that the sensitive time of the clou d

In an attempt to determine the total ranges of the fissio n

chamber is considerably longer for the heavily ionizing

fragments, a number of pictures were taken in argon wit h

particles than for such fine tracks . In connection with th e

thin evaporated layers of uranium (0 .2 to 0 .8 mg/cm2 ) o n

pictures in argon, it has been noticed that the branches hav e

0 .3 mg/cm 2 ? aluminium foils or on 1 .2 mg/cm2 mica foils

often themselves branches (see Plates III b, IV a, and IVb )

suspended across the middle of the cloud chamber . Typica l

with, in rare instances, even tertiary branching, indicatin g

examples of pairs of tracks obtained in this way are shown

that high speed argon nuclei have also a large probability

in Plates

for nuclear collisions, as would of course be expected

the layer and the increased distance from the neutron source,

from their high charge .

the yield of usable double tracks was very small and the

Va and Vb . Because of the extreme thinness o f

12
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data obtained are not sufficient to permit more than rough

of the tracks have been reduced to air equivalent value s

estimates for the range . In the table are given the value s
obtained from 8 pairs of fragment tracks and 14 half-pair s

by using the coefficients appropriate to alpha particles o f
similar velocities. Inasmuch as the pressures are nearly th e

in which one member did not end in the lighted part o f

same for all the tracks, this procedure will introduce a n

the chamber ; the visible lengths of such members ar e

uncertainty only in the absolute values .

enclosed in parentheses .

In the experiments using mica foils, the stopping powe r
of the gase was directly measured by means of a beam o f

In the absence of information on the relative stoppin g
powers for fission fragments of the various substance s
present in the gas and vapor of the chamber, the lengths

polonium a-particles admitted through a window in the sid e
of the cloud chamber . In these experiments, the thicknes s

Table of ranges of tracks from thin layers .

of the foil necessitated a correction for the oblique passag e
of the particle inserted in the table .

Length in chamber

Stoppin g
power rel..
norm . air

No .
A.

B.

Reduced lengt h
short

long

su m

The data seem to indicate the presence of two ranges ,
at 19 and 25 mm normal air, although the variation o f
individual values is rather large . The presence of these tw o

1.

45 mm 67 mm + 0 .3 mg / cm Q

2.
3.
4.

76
49
68

5.
6.
7.
8.

67
(>56)
(>50)
(>27)

9.
10 .
11 .
12 .

58
80
88
69

13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18 .
19 .
20 .
21 .
22 .

51
63
75
90
87
(>36)
62

59
63
52
(>32)
49
50
45

„

„
„

H

„

... .

(>27)

„

(>26)
(>24)
35
43

+1 .6
+1 .3
1 .3
+1 .2
+1 .6

+

+ 1 .6

0 .37
0 .33
0 .37
0 .37
0 .36
0 .33
0 .33
0 .35

11

61 mm + 1 .3 mg/cm' mica . .
35
+1 .2
„
„
33
+1 .3
„
38
+1 .3

43
54

„

Al

„
„.
„
„
,,
„

0 .315

,,

„
„
11

„
,,

„
„

Averages . . .

16 .5 mm 26 mm
22
25
18
25
21
25
(>13)
18
18
17 .5
18
19
19
22
16
19 . 5
(>21)
>22)
19
(>11)
19 . 5

42 .5 mm
47
43
46

where it has been shown that the most probable values o f
of uranium are 93 and 140 mass units . Taking their energie s
as 97 and 65 Mev . we get velocities of 14 X 10 8 and 9 .3 X

(>

46
44
46 . 5
44

(>22)

10 8 cm/sec ., respectively . Since from the general characteristics of the velocity-range curve, it appears quite certai n
that the particle with the smaller mass and the higher velocity will have the longer range (cf . ref . 8), we shall in th e
following assign the values in this order as one point o n

24
28 . 5
27 . 0

the range velocity curve for each particle .

24 .5

-

24 .5

-

5 . Statistics of Branch Distribution .
In addition to the small amount of material obtaine d
from thin uranium layers, a large number of tracks wer e

17 .5
19+2

of fission products, known from other lines of investigatio n
the masses of the two fragments resulting from the fissio n

24
(>19)
(>16.5)
9 .5 )
28
25
27 .5
22

ranges is consistent with the existence of two main group s

25+2 45+3

photographed using thick targets and low gas pressures i n

14
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where co, and co, are the mean values of branch number s
within each group, and

results . The counting of the number of branches in variou s

(co,_+ cat) is the average branc h
2
number for the whole ensemble . It is to be observed tha t

intervals of the range has, in fact, not only given informatio n

the validity of this law of distribution is independent of an y

about the velocity-range relation, as discussed in the nex t

particular choice of counting method or other limitation ,

section, but a statistical analysis of the distribution of the

provided only that all tracks are treated alike ,

on about 300 tracks in argon gas yielded many interestin g

number of branches per track at various parts of the range
has disclosed the presence of two groups of tracks differin g
markedly in their average number of branches .
In view of the fact that the average number of clearl y
visible branches per fragment track in argon under th e
present conditions is only about four, and since the number s
per track are distributed in an entirely fortuitous manner ,
it is impossible to distinguish the groups on the basis o f
differences between individual tracks . However, as indicate d
in the previous note (8), the presence of the groups can b e
recognized from the manner in which the number o f
branches per track is distributed . In fact, if the probability
of branching in the region of the range considered were th e
same for all tracks, the probability for the occurrence o f
just n branches on a given track should be given by th e
formula
03n
P(n)

=

n!

_ co

e

1

1

I

2

3

I

I

45
6
Number of Branche s

Fig . 3 . Distribution df number of branches per track in region 0 t
o
2 .5 mm from end of range.

The tracks used in the experimental study were take n
in argon gas at about 7 .5 cm pressure, with alcohol an d
water as the vapor source . Branches between two and te n
millimeters length in the chamber were counted in th e
intervals from 0 to 20 mm and from 20 to 80 mm from th e

where co is the mean branch number . If, on the other hand ,
we have to do with two groups of tracks occurring wit h

end of the range, corresponding to about 0 to 2 .5 mm an d
2 .5 to 10 mm normal air . The fractions of the total numbe r

equal frequency, the distribution is given by the expressio n

of tracks with given branch numbers are plotted as ope n

P(n)

1 co, -co a
21 w t e-ow l
e
+
n!2ai!

circles in Figs . 3 and 4, of which the first refers to the rang e
interval 0-2 .5 mm and the second to the interval 2 .5 10 mm . The material for Fig . 3 is derived from a count o f

16
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about 900 branches and that for Fig. 4 from about 35 0
branches ; the probable errors of the probabilities P (n )
deduced from the counts are indicated by the vertical line s
through the points. For comparison, curves representing th e
distributions to be expected for various values of the ratio
a

= Wt

W2

are plotted. While for Fig . 3, the deviation from th e
0 .3

2 .5-IOm m

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

(I)

co = 2TrNLx (Zze2 ) 2 (1

1l

V2 E 1 E 2
where Ze is the nuclear charge of the fragment and ze and
m are the charge and mass of the gas nuclei . N is the
number of atoms per cubic centimeter, and V is the velocity of the fragment . E, and E2 are the kinetic energies o f
the branch particles corresponding to the length limits o n
their tracks . This formula holds in a region where bot h
energy limits represent values which can actually be attained
by the struck nuclei, consistent with the requirements o f
conservation of energy and momentum . We observe that i n
this case, which corresponds to the experimental condition s
except at the extreme end of the range, the number o f
branches is proportional to ZjT22 . Assuming that the charge s
m

of the nuclear fragments are roughly proportional to thei r
niasses, we find that, in the interval from 2 .5 to 10 mm,
the ratio of the velocity of the heavy particle to that of th e

10

Number of Branche s

light should be either

Fig. 4 . Distribution of number of branches per track in region 2 .5 t o
10 mm from end of range .

curve corresponding to a = 1 is very small and a is certainl y

2, it will be seen that the points in Fig . 4 are
much better represented by a = 3 than by a =

not less than

.

2
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From the branch distribution in the interval 2 .5 to 10 mm
from the end of the range, the presence of two groups o f
tracks is thus _ clearly evident, and it is possible withou t
ambiguity to attribute the group with the greater averag e
branch number to the heavy fission fragment . In fact, the
average number of branches with lengths between given limit s
in an interval Lix of the range is given by (cf . ref. 9)

VI
V2

= 1 .5

I/a

= 0.9 or Vl
= 1 .5 _ - 2 .5.
V2
If&

Now, since the heavy particle has an initial velocity whic h
is only 2 /3 that of the light particle, it would seem completely excluded that its velocity could exceed the other nea r
the middle of the range by so large a factor as 2 .5 . Thus ,
it is clear that the velocity ratio must be given by the firs t
relation above rather than by the second . We conclude thu s
that, in the range from 2 .5 to 10 mm, the velocity of th e
heavy . particle is on the average about 100/o lower than that
of the light particle . As regards the interval 0 to 2.5 mm ,
we have, taking a about 2 / 3, similarly the choice betwee n
Vi
V2 = 1 .2 or 1 .8, and here it is equally clear from th e
necessary similarity of the two range-velocity curves tha t
D . Kgl . Danske Vidensk . Selskab, Math ..fys . Medd. XVIII, 4.
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the lower value must be chosen . As pointed out in the note

from the end, so the condition may safely be considere d

cited above, these deductions from the statistics of the branc h

to be fulfilled for all residual ranges larger than this value .

distribution are consistent with the theoretical argument s

The result of the count of 800 branches from 3 to 8 mi n

regarding the general character of the stopping phenomeno n
and with the evidence of the two ranges from the paire d

in length for the 300 tracks in argon is given in the curv e
of Fig . 5, where the number of branches per cm of rang e

fragment tracks .

is given as a function of the residual range, with the probabl e
i.o

6. Velocity-Range Curve from the Distribution of Branches .
0 .8

As indicated in the previous section, the study of th e
distribution of branches along the tracks of fission fragment s
offers very direct information regarding the general cours e
of the velocity-range relation . Since, from formula (I)' th e
average velocity of the particle within a given interval o f
range is strictly proportional to the inverse square root o f
the number of branches in the interval having length s
within given limits, we can indeed, simply by counting th e

. Z

02

branches in various sections of the range, obtain the whol e
curve, at least in relative measure . As a compromise betwee n
volume of material and positiveness of identification,
branches with lengths in the chamber between 3 and 8 m m
inclusive were chosen for this statistics . Since branches o f

2 .5

5.0

7.5
10 .0
Range- mm . Normal Ai r

12 .5

15

17.5

Fig. 5 . Distribution of number of branches per cm of track along range .

less than 2 min length are not easily distinguishable clos e

errors indicated by the vertical lines . The values plotted ar e

to the end of the range, we have taken 3 mm as a lowe r

compounded from several sets corresponding to variou s

limit to exclude the possibility that particular parts of th e

pressures in the cloud chamber . Apart from the first poin t

range would be favoured . In order to test to what extent th e

which is lowered because the velocity of the fragment i s

upper limit of 8 mm satisfies the condition that all branche s

too low to give branches of the required length so close t o

in the interval be possible, the average length of th e

the end of the range, the points lie reasonably well on a

branches between 3 and 8 mm long was determined as a

smooth curve which falls rapidly for increasing residua l

function of the residual range of the fragment tracks . It wa s

range . The evident minimum in the slope of this curve i n

found that an approximately constant value of 5 mm ob-

the region between 2 and 6 mm indicates clearly a flattenin g

tained over the whole range to within about 1 .5 min (air)

off in this region of the velocity-range curve .
2*
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To obtain from these data as much information as possible about the range-velocity relation we must, however ,
in conformity with the conclusions of the preceding section ,
take the existence of the two groups of fragments int o
account . In the first place we must remember that the velocities derived by means of (I) from the branch number s
represent a weighted mean of the velocities in the tw o

as used in this work, the gas contains as many oxygen an d
twice as many hydrogen atoms as argon atoms . Using th e
range velocity relation for these particles given by BLACKET T
and LEES (11), we find that only about 1 /4 of the branche s
should be due to argon nuclei, 1 / 4 to oxygen and 1 /2 t o
hydrogen . The total energy dissipated in each of thes e

groups, favouring the heavier particle . Thus, in the portio n

16

of the range from 2 .5 to 10 mm, where a is about 1 /3 , thre e
quarters of all the branches come from the heavy particl e
alone ; near the end of the range, where a is probably abou t
2 / 3, only about three fifths corne from this particle . Since ,
according to the deduction of the last section, the averag e
ratio between the velocities of the fragments is 0 .9 and
1 .2 in the two intervals, respectively, one is led to tw o
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curves like those indicated in Fig . 6 1 . The circles with th e
vertical lines in the figure represent the mean values an d
probable errors of the relative velocities deduced from th e

2
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branch statistics, the scale being chosen so as to fit as wel l
as possible the absolute measurements of the velocities fro m
individual large branches at the end part of the range, a s
discussed in the next section . Further, the curves are drawn
through the points representing the initial velocities and th e
mean values for the total range for the two groups derive d
in section 4 .
In an attempt to derive absolute values of the velocitie s
from formula (I) ; it must be borne in mind that the ga s
of the chamber is a mixture of argon and saturated alcoho l
and water vapors . In fact, with an argon pressure of 6 c m
1 These curves are of quite the same character as those publishe d
in the previous note (8) . They differ, however, slightly due to correction s
which have been made to the ranges and the taking account of ne w
material derived from direct velocity measurements .

Fig. 6 . Velocity-range•curves derived from statistics of branch distribution .

branches is, however, not more than one-half as great fo r
oxygen as for argon and about one-sixth for hydrogen . It
is therefore difficult to be sure to what extent the branche s
due to the lighter particles are included in the count, an d
in particular ; it is probable that practically no hydroge n
branches were counted under the experimental conditions .
If we assume that all argon and oxygen branches ar e
counted, we obtain a velocity of 3 .0 X 10 8 cm/sec . at a
range of 2 .5 mm . If, however, we assume that only argo n
branches are counted, we get 2 .0 x 10 8 cm/sec . at this point .
Since the most reasonable run of the curve lies close to th e
latter value, it seems most probable that only a few of th e
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oxygen branches are counted in addition to the argo n

region where the result is not sensitively dependent eithe r

branches .

on the mass ratio or on the angle itself . Thus, if branche s

7. Velocity-Range Determination from Individua l
Large Branches.
As already pointed out in the preliminary account of th e
experimental work, the occasional occurrence in the picture s
of branches of several centimeters length offers a possibilit y

within these angle limits are used, the principal uncertaint y
lies in the determination of the velocity of the struck nucleu s
from its range ; if the range is not too great, the differenc e
in the velocities of oxygen and argon nuclei for a given rang e
is only 10 to 20 °/ 0 . Thus, taking direct errors of measure to

of directly determining the velocity of the fission fragment s
from a knowledge of the range-velocity relation of th e
nucleus making the branch track . From measurements o f
the angle which the branch makes with the original directio n
of the fragment and the angle of deflection of the fragment ,
one can in principle determine the ratio of the velocity o f
the branch nucleus to that of the fragment itself as well a s
the ratio of the masses of the two nuclei . In actual practice ,
however, the frequent small deflections which are characteristic of the tracks of such heavy particles make the

5

10

is

20

Range -mm . Normal Ai r

Fig . 7 . Velocity-range curve derived from measurements on individua l
large branches .

measurements of the angles very uncertain . Since the influence of a given error in angle increases with the invers e

ment into account, we might expect a mean error in th e

square of the cosine, this effect makes branches at ove r

determinations of 20 to 30 0 / 0 . The occurrence of hydroge n

sixty degrees useless for such measurements . For close col-

branches in the material used would, of course, give a n

lisions in which the angles are very small and which woul d

even larger scattering of the values, but it is not considere d

otherwise be expected to yield the best values, the uncer-

probable that any others than argon or oxygen are recorded .

tainty of the identification of the branch nucleus introduce s

Fig . 7 shows the result of twenty-one individual deter-

large errors in the result, both in the determination of th e

minations from large branches occurring on tracks in argon .

velocity of the branch particle from its range and the ratio

The points represent measurements on branches with angle s

of this velocity to that of the stein particle . The final values

between 30° and 50°, including only a few exceptional clos e

for the fission fragment velocities thus obtained may diffe r

collisions where it was possible definitely to establish the

in some cases by a factor cif two, depending on whethe r
the branch . is . assumed to be oxygen or argon . In the range

identity of the branch particle . In the remaining cases, th e
mass ratio was assumed to be 1 :4 and a range-velocity

of anglesbetween 30° and 50°, however, there exists a

curve for the branch particles lying between those for
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oxygen and argon was used . For the range-velocities relatio n
for argon and oxygen, the curves of BLACKETT and LEES (11 )
were used, with the values of the velocities increased by
five percent (12) . The ranges were converted to normål ai r

roughly proportional to the square roots of the number o f
measurements in each of the three groups so that th e
probable errors are comparable in the figure . Throug h
these experimental points are fitted curves of the for m

values by the stopping power coefficients for slow a-particles .
As is to be expected from the necessarily rough characte r
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If is quite obvious that the curvature is by far th e

of the measurements, the points lie very scattered . Still, as
pointed out in the preliminary report, they definitely sho w
that the range-velocity curve is of a type quite different fro m
those found for lighter particles . The dashed curve in the
A : 0 .5 to 5 .5mm .
B : 5 .5 to 10.5 „

figure represents the range-velocity curve of Fig . 6 corresponding to the heavier fission fragment .

C :10 .5to15 .5 w

8. Fortuitous Bending.
In order to obtain a quantitative estimate of the effec t
of small collisions in producing bending of the tracks ,
measurements of the angle of turning were made at differen t
parts of the range on all the tracks in argon . Tangents t o
each track in natural size plane projection were drawn a t
points corresponding to 0 .5, 5 .5, 10 .5, and 15 .5 mm (normal

5 .
10

nl
20

I
30
40
Angle - degree s

i
50

n
60

Fig . 8 . Bending of tracks in various regions of range .

air) from the end of the range and their consecutive angle s
to one another measured with a protractor . The angle betwee n
the first and second tangents was called angle " A", betwee n
the second and third, angle "B", and that between the thir d
and fourth tangents, angle " C " . In all cases where a measurable deflection was made by a branch at a single point, i t
was subtracted from the result . In general, only sharp angles
of more than five degrees could be so eliminated .
Fig . 8 shows the results for the three portions of th e
range . The points represent the probability derived fro m

greatest near the end of the range where nuclear collision s
are so frequent . The curvature represented by angle " C" is
almost within the error involved in drawing the tangents .
For large angle scattering the points lie considerably highe r
than the Gaussian curve, as is to be expected (9) since such
collisions occur on the average less than once in every track .
According to BOHR (5), the mean square deviation of
track should be given approximately b y

the measurements for the occurrence of angles within th e
intervals indicated by the abscissae . The scales are chosen

Ø2

_
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T
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where m l and ma are the masses of the fission fragmen t
D7,
and the struck particles respectively ;
is the fractional
energy loss in the interval considered and the term in parentheses represents the part of the stopping which is due to
nuclear collisions . Assuming, as a first approximation, tha t
all the deflections arise from collisions with argon nuclei ,

Cloud Chamber Studies of Fission Fragment . Tracks . .
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shows a definite minimum in about the same part of th e
range . This difference between the two curves illustrate s
clearly the very different character of the stopping mechanisms in this region . For the alpha particle curve th e
maximum represents the onset of the influence of electroni c
capture in reducing the charge effective in electronic inter -

we have
A !1 T

1 1

1

/IT

3 ' 16 ' 4 0

15

for the three portions of the range, remembering that th e

fission fragmen t

mean square curvature measured on a plane projectio n
should be multiplied by two to obtain the value representin g
the deflection in space . From these figures, it is quite clear
that nuclear collisions which are responsible for the ultimat e

b 5
a-particle

stopping are already of considerable importance in the las t

x10

quarter of the range . Although no measurements have bee n
made on the tracks in hydrogen, inspection of the picture s
shows that the curvature is very much less in this case, a s
would be expected from formula (II) .

9.

Rate of Energy Loss along Range .

0 .4

0 .8

1.2
1 .6
Range-cm Normal Air

2 .0
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Fig . 9 . Rate of energy loss along range for fission fragments, with corre sponding function for alpha-particles plotted for comparison .

actions which here are practically determining for the whol e

The details of the stopping effects are particularly clearl y

stopping effect . For the fission fragments, however, th e

illustrated from the variation of the energy loss per uni t

initial decrease in the rate of energy loss is due to the con-

length along the range, which can be simply deduced fro m

tinual , increase of the number of captured electrons along

the range velocity curve . The results obtained by differ-

the whole range and the rapid rise at the end reflects th e

entiating the square of the curve of Fig . 6 for the heavie r

increasing preponderance of the stopping effect of nuclea r

fission fragment is given in Fig . 9, where the rate of energ y

collisions for the lowest velocities . It is interesting to notic e

loss for an alpha particle along the same part of the rang e

that the striking differences between the two curves can i n

is also given (12) . While the latter curve exhibits a maximu m

some way be considered as due to a difference in scale o f

near the end of the range, the curve for the fission fragments

the representation of corresponding effects . In fact, the range -
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velocity curve obtained here for fission fragments might b e

a detailed comparison . In addition, it is shown that a general

taken as a rough indication of the behaviour of lighter part-

bending is characteristic of the paths of fission fragment s

icles very close to the end of their range . Still, as it appear s
from formula (II), we will for such light particles in air or

and occurs in connection with the nuclear stopping . A comparison of the rate of energy loss of such fragments wit h

heavier gases, have an extraordinary degree of scatterin g

that of alpha particles emphasizes the differences in th e

near the extreme end of the range where the stopping du e
to nuclear collisions becomes essential . These points ar e

stopping mechanisms, indicating a definite minimum i n

more closely discussed in the theoretical paper (9) of Professor BoHR to which repeated reference has been made i n

energy loss near the end of the range, . in the same regio n
where an alpha particle has a maximum energy loss .

the foregoing .

10. Summary.

The work has been carried out at the Institute of Theoretical Physics in Copenhagen under the direction of Pro-

Certain general features of the penetration of uraniu m

fessor BOHR, for whose active help and continued encou-

fission fragments through matter as revealed by the stud y
of several hundred cloud chamber photographs in variou s

ragement the authors are deeply grateful . . We are muc h
obliged to Dr . JACOBSEN, who pointed out the optical syste m

gases are discussed . In particular, it is shown that a study

used for measuring the films and helped

of the large number of conspicuous branches gives much
particles . It is shown that it is possible by analysis of th e

sary adjustments . Our thanks are also due Mr . A . LUNDBAK,
Mr . K . LINDBERG-NIELSEN, Miss L . BAKANDER and Mis s
I . JENSEN, whose help in the laboratory work has been o f

branch distribution to divide the tracks into two groups ,

great value .

information about the problem of the stopping of such heav y

representing fragments with different charge and mass, an d
to derive from a count of the branches at various parts of th e
range separate velocity-range relations for each group . Th e
curves obtained clearly reflect, the influence of electron captur e
all along the range in a steady linear fall over most of th e
range, and the effect of nuclear collisions in a sharp descen t
at the end . The curve between these two parts is characterized by a definite flattening off, where the rate of velocit y
loss is a minimum . By the independent method of measurin g
angles and lengths of particularly long branches, a velocity range relation of the same general character is obtained ,
although the rather large experimental errors do not permit

us with the neces -
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11 . Description of Plates .
Plate I a, b, c.
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(0 .25 natural size) .
Stereoscopic pictures of tracks in hydrogen . Particle originate s
in uranium coating on copper strip (white crescent) near wall o f
chamber. Fine parallel lines are wires fastened to the undersid e
of glass cover to provide conducting surface for sweep field .
(H 2
s C 2 H6 0 + 3 EI 20, total pressure 13 cm) (photographed with
single mirror system : mirror image reversed in reproduction) .

+

Plate II a .
(0 .4 natural size) .

Track in argon originating in lower left hand corner of pic ture ; shows fortuitous bending and characteristic tuft at en d
as well as several discontinuities caused by reduction of loca l
supersaturation by earlier proton or a-particle tracks . (A + 20 0/0
-0 2 + 3 C 2 H8 0 + - H 2 0, total pressure 6 .5 cm) .
Plate II b .
(0 .4 natural size) .
Track in low pressure hydrogen with many fine proto n
branches in addition to one branch resulting from a collision .
with an oxygen nucleus . (H 2 + H 20, total pressure 14 cm) .
Plate III a .
.4
(0 natural size) .
Direct picture and mirror picture of close collision of fissio n
fragment with argon nucleus . Argon branch proceeds nearly thre e
times farther than fission fragment and shows considerabl e
bending. Fission fragment is clearly recognizable from the large
number of branches . (A + 20 0/0 0 2 + C2H60 + H 2 0, total pres sure 6.5 cm) .
Plate III b .
(0 .4 natural size) .
Close collision with argon nucleus showing abrupt change of
ionization of fragment track due to sudden decrease of velocity .
Argon branch shows secondary branching . (A + C 2 H8 0, tota l
pressure 7 cm) .
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Plate IV a .
(0 .7 natural size).
Close collision with argon nucleus : end of main track indicated by arrow 1 . At arrow 2, branch particle collides wit h
another argon nucleus separating from it at an angle of 90°.
(A+H 2 O, total pressure 6 .5 cm).
Plate IV b .
(0 .4 natural size) .

02

Track in argon with close collision at end of range . (A + 20 0 / 0
C 2 1-1 6 O + H 2 O, total pressure 6 .5 cm).

+ A

Plate V a .
(0 .4 natural size) .
Double fragment track originating in left hand side o f
0 .3 mg/cm 2 aluminum foil held on support in center of chamber .
(A + C 2 H O O + A I-1 2 O, total pressure 27 cm) .
Plate V b .
(0 .4 natural size) .
Double fragment track originating in right hand side o f
1 .2 mg/cm 2 mica foil held on support in center of chamber .
(A + H 2 O, total pressure 20 cm) .
Plate VI a .
(0 .4 natural size) .
Track in argon with collision with oxygen nucleus resultin g
in branch suitable for velocity determination . (A+ C S H B O, total
pressure 7 cm) .

Plate VI b .
(0 .7 natural size) .
Particularly intense track, showing several branches, al l
more intense than proton and a-ray tracks appearing as back ground . (A + ; C 2 H 6 O + A H 2 O, total pressure 10 cm) .

Indleveret til Selskabet den 7 . September 1940.
Færdig fra Trykkeriet den 7 . November 1940.
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Plate IV a .
(0 .7 natural size) .
Close collision with argon nucleus : end. of main track indicated by arrow 1 . At arrow 2, branch particle collides wit h
another argon nucleus separating from it at an angle of 90° .
s A -{-- H 20, total pressure 6 .5 cm) .
Plate 1V b
(0 .4 natural size) .
Track in argon with close collision at end of range . (A+20°/o
0 2 + C,HsO -I- H 2 0, total pressure 6 .5 cru) .
Plate V a .
(0 .4 natural size) .
Double fragment track originating in left hand side o f
0 .3 mg/cm° aluminum foil held on support in center of chamber .
(A + C,H t O -t- Å H 2O, total pressure 27 cm) .
Plate Vb .
(0 .4 natural size) .

Double fragment track or'i<ina=..irng in right . hand side of
1 .2 rng/cm' mica foil livid on ,
port in center of chamber.
(A-}- H 2 O, total pressure '20 eni i
Plate VI a .
(0 .4 natural siz.e )
Track in argon with coliision with oxygen nucleus resultin g
in branch suitable for velocity determination . (A H- C O H O O, tota l
pressure 7 cm) .
Plate VI b .
(0 .7 natural size) .
Particularly intense track, showing several branches, al l
nie e intense than proton and a-ray tracks appearing as back ground . (A + C,HsO + ti H 2 O, total pressur .. .ii 'C;

5 balems eret tit S0skal,et den 7 . September li te ,
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